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This project

Applying the A/B testing methods of the fundraiser to 
community-created templates, in order to make decisions 
using data. 



Why these templates matter
Templates are how we communicate to newcomers. 



How our A/B testing works

We did all this in the wiki, as opposed to an extension, 
gadget, or other special tool. It looks like:

{{subst:#switch: {{subst:#expr:{{subst:#time: s}} mod 2}}
|0={{subst:uw-vandal-rand1/default|{{{1}}}|{{{2}}}}}
|1={{subst:uw-vandal-rand1/personal|{{{1}}}|{{{2}}}}}
}}



What we tested
1. Warnings about vandalism, spam, and more
2. Deletion notifications
3. Welcome messages

...delivered to over 12,000 editors on English, German, and 
Portuguese Wikipedias.



What we actually changed

This:

Not always necessary

Generic, impersonal language = 
Wikipedia reverted your edit

Links to a huge, general page on citation, 
not newbie friendly

Who/what is this?

(Standard-issue first warning for making an unsourced edit to a biography of a living person.)



Became this:

More welcoming...
... and from a real human!

Links to policy on the specific issue: BLPs.

Links to talk page of the real human who reverted your edit and sent you this 
message

What we actually changed



What we learned

We've distilled the results of 15+ tests into 10 conclusions.

The long explanation, including data, is on Meta at 
[[Template A/B testing]].



Lesson 1

About half of all English editors read their messages*. 

* 1750 registered and anonymous editors, out of 3241 in our initial test



Lesson 2

If you’re a newly-registered editor, getting no explanation 
for being reverted is worse than getting a template. 

is the mean number of test editors who 
contributed after being reverted and warned

is the mean percent of test editors who contributed 
after being reverted with no message



Lesson 3

The more templates you give someone, the less effective 
they are. 

I don’t really worry about it anymore, to be honest.

[[User:JNicol]]*

* This editor has received 32 of the same deletion notification templates. 



Lesson 4
Improving these templates can encourage new Wikipedians 
to edit more. 

is the mean decrease in edits after getting 
our best warning templates

is the mean decrease in edits after getting the 
current default warning template



Lesson 5
If you revert someone, take responsibility for your edit.

I wanted to let you know that I undid one of your 
recent contributions, because it didn't appear 

constructive to me



Lesson 6
Less is more.

... is a lot less overwhelming than this:

You don't have to speak German to know that this:



Lesson 7
Invite new editors to talk to you. 



Lesson 8
It's not about just being nice. It's about helping new editors 
solve their problems. 

The deletion experience made me feel like an unwanted 
outsider, not a welcome potential resource.

[[User:Jcmcclurg]]



Lesson 9
Registered and anonymous editors react differently to the 
same messages. 

Wikipedia articles are written by people like you 
and me, and we care a lot about the quality of the 

encyclopedia.



Lesson 10
Experienced editors do get templates ... and usually don't 
read them.

 I probably didn't read it, I just see the template, 
and generally wonder why people don't leave a 

proper message about the page

[[User:Rich Farmbrough]]



How you can help

1. Consider leaving normal messages, not templates. 
2. Edit the templates on your project to make them shorter 

and more personable. 
3. If you're an English Wikipedian, there is a Request for 

Comment currently running!


